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THE STABILlTY OF ECONOMIC ORGANIZA TIONAL FORMS AND 

THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN CAPITAL - A proposition about 

the endogenous, market induced disintegration of the non-market 

sector 

by Gunnar Eliasson 

"The causal and political relation between the parts and 
the whole in modern societies" • • ."brings forth a pro
blem of summation, which also in a more general way 
may be termed the micro-macro-relation. This is not me
rely the problem of aggregation which does not include 
the primary question: who acts?" 

"Classical and neo-classical economics, which in fact are 
to be regarded as a generalized theory of business enter
prise, have evaded the issue by an axiomatically atomistic 
premise ; macro economic plans are treated as a simple 
integration of micro-economic plans". 

Johan Åkerman (1960, p. 12-13) 

Institutions - one of the four fundamentals of central economic 

theory 

A retrospective look into the history of nations tell s at least one 

straightforward story. During their formative phases the advanced 

industrial nations of today have been through a privately organi

zed and rather brutal capitalistic growth experience. There seems 

to be few or no exceptions to this and it is intriguing to ask -

in view of the accumulated knowledge of economics - whether 

there are alternative organizational forms through which an equal

ly advanced technological and economic level of production can 

be achieved, and maintained. 
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It is rather pathetic that economics - af ter centuries of theori

zing and mathematical abstraction - has not been capable of de

veloping a theory of a market economy (Pelikan 1985, Axell 

1985, Eliasson 1983). A theory pretending to explain a market 

economy is necessarily dynamic and most probably does not exhi

bit standard equilibrium features. "Central economic theory" - to 

quote the Swedish economist Åkerman (1950) "has to incorporate 

the four fundamental ideas of interdependency, value, process and 

institutions", and to do it simultaneously, not one aspect at a 

time. It is interesting to note that the deficiency of our theory 

in capturing the dynamic market process had not been properly 

realized until the disorderly 70s. Before this past decade we 

never thought that the dynamics of supply were any problem. Bu

siness firms took care of that, or we could simply assume that 

they did. In the So viet Union the supply process has always been 

a real problem because of a deficient (compared to the market 

system) organization of production. As a consequence economists 

in that country have always exhibited a keen interest in the econ

omics of supply, and have assumed that Western economists had 

something fundamental to tell them. 

A market process can never be understood without explicit recog

nition of the participants of that process - the institutions, or to 

quote Åkerman (1960) those "who act". In this note which follows 

up on the discussion around Dahmen's, Parker's and von Weizsäc

ker's papers (in this volume) we hypothesize that (1) institutionai 

change is also the major vehicle for productivity change; (2) that 

institutionai change is forced by technical change through compe

tition for resources in the financial system, and (3) that together 

Åkerman's four fundamentals make up the vehicle for market re

source allocation to cover these three items we have to say some

thing on the so-calle d non-market sector of the, notably the 

public sector. 

We propose that a discussion on the dynamics of market alloca

tion in the macroeconomic growth process has to recognize at 

least six things: 
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(1) that dynamic market processes are characterized by mono

polistic competition and that some monopolies are good for 

macroeconomic performance, but that others are bad. The 

nature of monopolistic competition is determined by the in

stitutional organization of markets 

(2) that the production process of an advanced economy con

sists primarily of the gathering, transacting and use of infor

mation, and only partly of factory production 

(3) that competition in a market is composed of the goal oriented 

interaction of all institutions in the market 

(4) that the characteristics and delimitations of institutions are 

determined by what is rationai for the fulfilment of instit

utionai objectives and what is technologically most efficient. 

Hence, institutions change in size and content as a conse

quence of technical development and of competitive market 

forces 

(5) that the reorganization of institutionai structures of an econ

omy is the fundamental vehicle for technological advance at 

the macro level. 

(6) that all this together makes the concepts of weil defined 

equilibria, full information, explicit optimization behavior, 

and static economic analysis meaningless notions in econom

ics, except in an extremely abstract non-empirical setting. 

A consequence of this appears to be that to understand the natu

re of the capitalist market process one has to treat endogenous 

institutionai reorganization as an integral part of the market pro

cess. This is the same as to say that the episodic events that 

the early Schumpeter thought of (1) as exogenous and (2) as the 

prime movers of the growth process have to be made endogeno

us. This also means that the large and growing non-market sec

tors of the mixed western economies, in which endogenous instit

utionai reorganization moved by the profit motive, is restricted 

also affect the dynamic efficiency of the market sector. 

We find - for instance - that Joseph Schumpeter's (1943) fears 

about the threat to democracy posed by a growing concentration 
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at private business moved by economies of scale in production is 

more appropriate - on the same logical grounds - for the growing 

political, non-market sector. 

Institutions have been dealt with in a variety of ways in econom

ic theory. Veblen is sometimes called the pathbreaker of evolutio

nary economics. In his (1904) theory of the business cycle "innova

tors" and the "time-using machine process" pushed expansion 

along, while the conserving forces of existing institutions held it 

back. The disequilibrium between the rate of return of invest

ments and the loan rate was the core variable behind structural 

change, not only behind the inflationary process, as with Wicksell 

(1898). The similiarities with Schumpeter's thinking are obvious. 

Institutionai economics later regressed back onto the simplistic fo

undations of classical theory and Walrasian general equilibium 

theory (Åkerman 1950). Institutions lost their content and became 

abstract actors in the game of monopolistic competition (as in 

Chamberlain 1933 and others). Shubik (1959, 1985) used game 

theory to generalize monopolistic competition, introducing a given 

set of actors or traders, as intermediaries in or carriers of the 

market process. 

Schumpeter saw entrepreneurs as actors that disturbed a "Walrasian 

equilibr ium", while Kirzner (1973) rather thought of entrepreneurs 

as actors that brought a disturbed economy back to equilibrium. 

Their verbal presentation was abstract enough not to require a 

formal specification of how the new formation of institutions, 

specialized for that purpose took place. Innovative entry as a 

competitive factor has, however, been a standard notion in econ

omics for a long time, Clark (1961) being a good representative 

of that view. Day (article in this volume) has a somewhat diffe

rent approach. In his economy, disequilibrium is the normal state, 

but "institutions" in various forms and shapes are there to permit 

the economy to work, when out of equilibrium. Institutions are 

necessary, Day argues, because - if they do not exist - equilibria 

are locally unstable. Again, Clower-Friedman (in this volume) in-
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troduce a given set of traders to replace the auctioneer. They 

argue that this is a feature of the type of "custorner markets" 

(see Okun 1981) that are typical of advanced industrial societies, 

and they prove that these traders move the economy toward a 

(static) equilibrium. 

What is a market? 

When you have a fixed set of players (institutions) in the market 

you can say that this subset consists of "producers" (factories). 

The remainder are traders and make up "the market". Trading 

draws transactions costs. The simplifying assumption of a given 

set of players that can be partitioned into a given set of produ

cers and a given set of traders makes formal analysis possible. If 

the market process generates institutional change and modifica

tion and a constant flux with no clear demarkation lines between 

the actors and the market analytical difficulties arise. The natu

ral approach to modeling a dynamic economic process should not 

allow the assumption of a fixed set of rigid actors because the 

main vehicle for productivity changes appears to be various 

forms of institutional change. The notion of a fixed institutional 

organization may give rise to severe misconceptions about the 

economic system. 

The growing importance of customer markets is a reflection of 

the gradual changing of the industrial technological bas e for indu

stries. Smokestack industries were competing with process cost ef

ficiency while the moden manufacturing firm is based on a pro

duct technology with a large shared total resources spent on pro

duct development, marketing, and distribution. The emerging tech

nologies move the economic system toward an industrial structure 

where the dominant production activity consists of various forms 

of information gathering, processing and use (see Eliasson 1985). 
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When the bulk of cost applications in an economy is transaction 

costs (information, search, trial and er ror), then equilibrium has 

to be defined in terms of these transaction costs. One will then 

find - propose - that the standard notion of equilibrium is flus

hed out as soon as it is acknowledged that a significant part of 

transaction costs (calle d marketing) is devoted to modifying the 

preferences of customers. 

In this economy, market intermediaries with no hardware capital 

at all figure significantly within and around the manufacturing 

sector. Production theory has to be explicit about these intermed

iaries to be relevant. More difficult to handle in theory is that 

technology changes the nature of intermediary action. Hence in

stitutional forms and limitations also change endogenously. 

How does a business organization respond to new competitive 

challenges in the market? The normal response is to reorganize 

itself and change its institutionai format to achieve improved 

economic performance. 

To model endogenous institutionai change is extremely difficult 

since change takes place over long time spans and since in this 

field we lack good instruments for observation and measurement. 

Even to systematically discuss the nature of such organic instit

utionai reorganization is far from simple, but it is possible. This 

is the reason why good formalized models and relevant theory in 

the social sciences have to be wrapped in more fundamental rea

soning, to preserve contact with the world that theory is suppos

ed to explain or predict. Let me give a few examples of this. 

The growth engine 

This conference has paid extra attention to the Schumpeterian no

tion of the growth engine of the capitalist market economy. Let 

us stop for a moment and ponder what we should mean by the 

growth engine of an economy. Most macro forecasting models 
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make manufacturing the growth engine of the economy, a notion 

that has persisted for a very long time. The young Schumpeter as

sodated the growth engine with the entrepreneur and the innova

tor. The old Schumpeter was inclined to believe that routinized 

innovation and R&D investment and the exploitation of economies 

of scale could very weIl serve as the capitalistic growth engine. 

Modern macroeconomics makes the entire manufacturing sector 

the engine. In its most bizarre manifestations the engine is an ex

ogenously prescribed macro capadty trend that powers the entire 

economy; (along with possible demand-determined fluctuations of 

activity around it). Many Keynesian forecasting models operate in 

this way. Now, why can't private service production or - for that 

matter - the public sector fulfill the same paraUel growth "func

tion"? 

The public sector is certainly involved in many important activiti

es. Why should it be looked upon as a parasitic outgrowth on the 

economy that we can afford only if the manufacturing growth 

engine stays in good commerdal shape. Education and health ser

vices are examples of production activities that raise both labor 

productivity and weIlbeing. Why couldn't the public education of 

engineers be an important contributor to economic growth? 

The answer can probably best be understood if we reverse the 

question. If we disregard the distributionai aspects, most of what 

we eaU public consumption can be produced and allocated by the 

market. The rest can be produced by the market - even though 

for political reasons we may think that we need a col1ective con

trol of distribution. Defense was frequently a subcontracted acti

vit y in the past, as was (and sometimes is) police protection, etc. 

There is no technical reason why law enforcement in all dimen

sions could not be privately run according to a well defined 

contract. Why have these, and a lot more activities been coUec

ted for production within a non-market administrative fram

ework? To begin with - very much as business firms (teams) were 

created in response to competitive demands - the administrative 
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non-market production organization may have been found to be 

efficient in performing certain tasks. Collective organizations de

veloped and charged a flat fee - a tax - for their services. If 

the collective, political contract regards equal distribution as 

more important than efficient resource use, and as long as the 

contract can be enforced, a public sector growth mechanism has 

been instituted. However, the enforcement of the political con

tract is also a production task that has to be efficiently organi

zed to protect an increasingl y inefficient public sector. If i t can

not, resources will leave (taxes cannot be collected) and public 

activities will break down. 

Tax evasion and the unobserved economy are illustrative pheno

mena that are there largely because of the enormous pecuniary 

incentives offered by an inefficient collective organization. 

What is it that distinguishes a non-market solution from the mar

ket solution? In principle two things. First, there is no effective 

performance control. Dissatisfied customers in the market or fac

tor owners can withdraw their resources if performance is bad 

and eventually force exit (you vote with your feet). Within the 

non-market system you don't compete at decentralized levels. In

stead you argue, vote, and negotiate for a comprehensive solution 

(the voice function). Controls apply to rule adherence and enforce

ment. Rule enforcement is difficult if the rule system changes 

all the time. Hence controlled non-market systems tend to be 

conservative in order to achieve efficient control. Second, and as 

a consequence of the first proposition, the non-market solution 

usually prohibits competition through prohibiting free entry, thus 

conserving organizational forms. For example, in a market sys

tem, deteriorating school performance and dissatisfied parents 

would create incentives for competitive entry (of schoois) and 

the bad schools would lose their best students. The non-market 

solution opposes that because it becomes more difficult to moni

tor and controi school performance. Yet new entry and exit guid

ed by invisible market hands appear to be what generates produc-
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tivity growth at all levels. As long as free entry and forced exit 

is not automatically generated in the public sector, rapid produc

tivity change, at least as we measure it, will not occur. 

It is interesting to note - again - that any firm in the market is -

by definition - a monopol y institution, the existence of which is 

constantly threatened by competitive entry and forced exit, or 

part by part when its interior activities are outperformed by 

other actors in the markets. A natural instinct "of a firm" is to 

continually reinforce the protective shield that defines its mone

poly position, either by being commerdally effident (competitive) 

or by erecting artifidal barriers for instance to competitive 

entry. Intense competition from many players in the market is, 

therefore, the best protection from excessive growth of monopoliz

ed firms, or any non-market activity, like the public sector, 

unions, etc. This is a phenomenon we can c1early observe in an 

ongoing IUI study of interior organizational change in Swedish bu

siness corporations. It is, however, even more interesting to see 

how competitive entry in the unobserved economy and exits of 

functions that are not being paid their marginal product, are 

threatening the existence of the large public sector in mature 

welfare economies. 

This conference exhibits these problems of institutionai transfor

mation. We have mentioned, or touched upon, the difficulties, but 

we have kept modeling the weIl known. 

A market process needs "traders" 

In economic model building, economic structures of micro units 

are invariably rigid and fixed and oldfashioned, as for example in 

my own paper and in Winter's paper (both in this volume). In the 

papers of both Clower-Friedman and of Day (also in this volume), 

however, the importance of institutions, agents or traders for the 

market arbitrage process is emphasized. Without such institutions 
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prices cannot be set and you have to invent God (the auctioneer) 

as the maker of the market. There is, however, not yet place in 

theory for the micro configurations of traders to change as a con

sequence of the market process. With endogenous institutionai 

creation there would then be no way to prove the existence of 

any equilibrium position toward which the arbitrage of traders 

takes the economy, since institutionai reorganization would 

change the determinants of equilibrium, and the fundamentals of 

any normative welfare conclusion, or "value determination" (Aker

man 1932, 1950) would be gone. Indeed, the organization of insti

tutions in the market determines how fast and in what direction 

prices and quantities move, or the efficiency of the market arbi

trage process. If market mobility is not sufficient to cope with, 

for instance, technical change, the natural remedy would be to 

reorganize the institutions of the market. Antitrust policy is 

based on such reasoning. The current discussion among the in

dustriai nations of wage rigging of unions, being responsible for 

youth unemployment, or unemployment in general, is another case 

in point. It is, in fact, exactly to the point by Akerman (1932), 

in an article on institutions and cul ture, to argue that "if labor, 

goods and capital can move freely and without obstructions poten

tial welfare will increase to unexpected levels • .• " 

In this note I simply want to remove the simplistic assumptions 

about the world around us that by design or inadvertently im

posed equilibrium properties enter our theoretical structures. I 

will do this by introducing four complications. 

(1) "Traders" - to use Clower's and Friedman's term - deal with 

information; they guide products to the right (those who can and 

want to pay) customers, they develop products to suit the right 

customers, they organize arbitrage in markets, they coordinate 

production etc. Some of this information handling takes place with

in economic agents, as administrative behavior, some of it be

tween agents, as market behavior. The relative configuration of 

non-market (administrative) and market behavior depends on rela

tive costs of information handling. Relative costs are changing 

all the time because of productivity change. 
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Information handling appears to constitute the bulk of resource 

use within modern society. Hence, 

(a) institutionai structures are very sensitive to changing costs 

of information handling 

(b) economic theory has to be explicit about the use of informa

tion in economic behavior. 

The currently prevailing relative cost structures are dependent on 

existing institutionai and organizational structures, but also on 

changes in the same structures. As long as information processing 

consists of weil defined tasks that are performed by a given set 

of traders, equilibrium can sometimes be demonstrated to exist 

as by Clower-Friedman (in this volume). However, this is not pos

sible if the economic process breaks down and forces a recombi

nation of existing institutionai structures as in the case below. 

(2) Once information processing is recognized as the dominant 

economic activity, the methods by which information is gathered 

and the rules by which it is interpreted and used become the 

focus of theoretical concern. One has to recognize that costs for 

information (transactions costs) may become very large or prohibi

tive, but then equilibrium has to be redefined to account also for 

information costs. The equilibrium properties of the economy de

pen d on how traders collect and interprete information. To intro

duce tacit knowledge or bounded rationality would not remove 

equilibrium, since such features can be seen as parameters of the 

information (production) process cost function. (However, if the 

institutions - or traders - that use information depend as to num

ber, size and content on the market process the - perhaps domi

nant - information cost account becomes highly variable. If instit

utionai structures are endogenously unstable and equilibrium can

not be established on ground (1) above, then the data generated 

by the economic system do not inc1ude information, such that if 

you obtain enough data from the ongoing economic process you 

will eventually be able to infer a stable institutionai structure, 
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such that you could calculate and predict an equilibrium. A theo

ry that disregards this, l believe, is grossly misleading, except in 

a small number of very particular applications. 

Take rationai expectations as an illustration. This theoretical con

struct implies that people are rationaI. People learn and do not 

keep repeating the same mistakes for ever. But they keep ma

king mistakes if what is wrong keeps changing. 

(3) The gradual transformation toward a product-based industrial 

technology forces both institutionai fragmentation and mer gers. 

Competition in markets no longer takes the form of simple price 

competition, through cost efficient production of homogeneous 

products. 

The information-based society makes physically identical products 

heterogeneous to end users, and different ly priced by adding more 

or less service (information) to the product. (See Eliasson-Berg

holm-Horwitz-Jagren 1985, Eliasson 1985, and Lindberg-Pousette 

1985.) We have observed - in several IUI studies - a steady tU

ting of technical change from the upgrading of cost efficiency in 

the processing end of production - typical of the old basic indu

stries (standard steel, etc.) - toward a product-based industrial 

technology, where competition is through value added increases in 

the form of product quality improvements. This development has 

not been well captured either by statisticalobservation instru

ments, or by modern economic theory. 

What we can observe is that economies of scale have been devel

oping in (international) marketing, making it profitable to integrate 

"traders" in finished goods markets into the administrative net

work of the firm. A t the same time economies of scale are dimi

nishing in goods processing for technical reasons. This is due part

ly to the increased complexity of skill inputs and also to the di

minished importance of long series of identical, simple products. 

Even large firms can no longer afford to keep all necessary skills 
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within its organization. Hence, institutiona1 fragmentation occurs 

in both processing and in product development due to relative 

cost developments forced by technical change and by competi tion 

from low wage producers. 

(Many manufacturing firms in advanced industrial societies like 

Sweden and the U.S. devote more than half of their resources to 

inventing and designing their prducts to specialized needs of cus

tomers whom they approach through an elaborate marketing net

work. They buy specialized technical services. Sometimes most 

of the product is based on standard components that can be bo

ught in the market and the only production activities needed are de

sign, assembly and marketing. With a variety of technical services 

and components offered in markets the exact allocation of activi

ties within the firm, between purchases and internai production 

may vary significantly from time to time, making organizational 

forms of the firm very unstable.) 

One could add that this institutionai fragmentation and reforma

tion are enhanced in high tax welfare economies. Large scale fac

tory production is organized like a team in the sense of Alchian

Demsetz (1972). As a rule, it is difficult to identify work effort 

with work remuneration in alarge, integrated production system. 

In such a system incomes can be allocated relatively independent

ly of productivity, and shirkers can have it their way up to a 

limit. If technical change makes modularization of work and de

centralization through markets possible, however, incentives will 

be high for high productivity workers to establish their own busi

nesses to cash in their whole marginal product themselves. It is 

not a coincidence that manufacturing today, and electronics indu

stries in particular are surrounded by growing clusters of small 

software firms. This takes me to the fourth complication. 

We observed (1) that economic reasoning as a rule took institutio

nai forms for given, and (2) that change in institutionai forms ap

pears to be the vehicle for macro productivity change. Free com

petitive entry and exit in turn appeared to be (3) the moving 
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force behind institutionai change and notably (4) absent, control

led or prohibited in the public sector. This was the reason - we 

argued -, why the public sector has difficulties in serving as a 

growth engine of an economy. In discussing the economic conse

quences of technical change ("robotization, automation"), which 

are special cases of competitive entry there are two opposing 

ideological views; there is the position of the classical economist 

who argues that rigid prices, rigged by the market regime is the 

culprit. Unemployment would go away fast if unions and other 

political obstacles to price flexibility were removed. 

The opposing view, not surprisingly, is taken by politicians and 

unions. They argue that the institutionai regime is a political 

choice and should be taken as an inflexible set of rules or a 

datum. If exogenous innovative entry in the form of technical 

change causes disruptions in that "given economic regime", innova

tive entrants are at fault and something should be done about 

them - not about the system. This view gives rise to an entirely 

different policy prescription, namely regulation of competitive 

entry, that is so typical of public sectors of mixed economies, a 

policy prescription that is also commonly, strongly advocated by 

public employees. 

What does a business organization, on the other hand, do in re

sponse to competitive entry? It responds by changing its organiza

tional forms to cope with competition. It expands market activiti

es abroad, and R&D departments for product development at 

home. It subcontracts parts production, concentrating assembly 

work to a few places and reorganizes internal transports to cope 

with its new production flow structure. It engineers a number of 

changes in quantity relationships that are typically assumed fixed 

in micro theory. If it doesn't, it is forced to exit - if not pro

tected from competitive entry and competitive withdrawal of funds 

by a benign public authority. The lat ter is typically the case for 

the public sector and there is a grey zone of intermediate cases 

in all mixed economies. Any general economic theory of markets 

and production covering the entire economy would have to recog

nize this varying institutionai float in response to market pres

sures and make it a central part of theory. 
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The excessive growth of the non-market sector 

Joseph Schumpeter (1943) argued that economies of scale in pro

duction would eventually generate extreme concentration in busi

ness, a linking up with political institutions and a threat to de

mocracy. This has not happened, and the reason is the openness 

of the industrial sector in most Western nations, free competitive 

entry of innovators and entrepreneurs (the strong theme of the 

early Schumpeter, and Ve bIen) checking concentration tendencies 

(see further my paper in this volume). The Schumpeterian argu

ment of concentration is in fact more appropriate for the public 

sector. Let me propose four stages in the historical development 

of the public sector, beginning w i th ; 

phase (1): the night watch state, providing the services of defen

se, police protection and enforcement of certain fundamental con

tracts. We have already conc1uded that this did not require col

lective production, only collective financing, and not even that. 

Phase (II): Infrastructure. The state is now becoming an entrepre

neur in collective goods and services, establishing a long-term 

perspective in the economy. The rationale for this behavior is 

that the pay-off is collective for the whole and cannot be appro

priated easily by individuals or groups of individuals. One could 

also argue that the state, through the political, culturai and edu

cational systems imposes a particular "morale" on the inhabitants 

of the country that fosters regard for third person rights, family 

responsibility or long term concerns (a "low discount rate"). 

Again, the private solution is c1ose. Kings in the pas t happily 

mixed their private economies with those of the state because of 

their comprehensive interests. And I am not convinced that the 

politicians of the modern welfare state have a beneficiai advanta

ge over the greedy old time capitalists-industrialists in imposing 

a long-term view in economic decision making. Whatever the rea

son, one finds that the state, and notably local governments were 

the important infrastructure investors that provided a good foun

dation for the industrial revolution through financing transport fa-
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cilities and - during later stages - supplying educated and healthy 

workers (see Eliasson, 1980, p 23 ff. on the Swedish policy 

model). In fact, this appears to have been the major public activi

ty - besides warfare - until recently. 

Phase (III): Group interests and income redistribution became a 

more significant public concern in the post-war period leading to 

the development of modern welfare economies. The central and 

local governments are no longer producing only infrastructure 

goods and services available to all, but also group specific goods 

and services, to be distributed on grounds of "needs" af ter a poli

tical arbitrage process. Egalitarian ambitions are moving the eco

nomies towards more and more tax financed redistribution. Gro

wing transfers and selective policy interactions with the produc

tion system characterizes this phase, moving earlier market acti

vities into the non-market sphere. (The public sector becomes in

volved in most economic matters of the individual to a growing 

extent, even those he handles most efficiently alone. It is the 

provider of everything to all. Rather than doing something about 

his situation himself, the individual turns to the public sector for 

help. Very soon the public responsibility becomes overwhelming.) 

The growing complexity of the whole public redistributional and 

finance system in combination with "bounded rationality" on the 

part of decision makers, make it more and more difficult to dis

tinguish between what the people want (through markets and 

needs, through all political decisions) on the one hand and what 

different interest group manage to negotiate in their favor. The 

earlier two phases involved collective, competitive market entry 

to pick up opportunities the market had not observed. In this 

phase public institutions are beginning to - typically - block com

petitive entrants in their spheres of interest because it underrni

nes the priviledged position of public employees through the tax 

monopoly. The public sector is gradually becoming a "drag" on the 

economy, the opposite of the "engine". 
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At this stage the public sector is beginning to interact negatively 

with welfare. 

Phase (IV): Monopoly public power based on the power to tax. Bo

unded rationality on the part of customers (the voters) and a 

complex systems of "selective bribes" through the transfer system 

have now established a broad-based, non-market sector in the 

midst of a market economy. Inefficiencies, inequities and growing 

inequalities are becoming noticable to the voters. The problem is 

that at this stage such a large proportion of voters are locked 

into the "bribe" system" as employees of the public sector that a 

smooth reversal is not possible. The non-market distribution sys

tem is immensely complex. Nobody can calculate the distributio

nal consequences for himself of a reversal. Each one looks af ter 

his or her personal interests. This locks up the existing market

non-market structure and may even continue to push further in 

the non-market direction. The more sloppy performance require

ments of public employees compared to employees in the market 

sector tend to lead to over representation of public employees in 

voting bodies (Isakson 1978). The Swedish general elections of 

1985 will probably be the first with public employees and clients 

as beneficiaries (like retired people) of the welfare state forming 

a majority of the electorate (Zetterberg, 1985). A t this stage po

litical democracy is threatened and the economic-political system 

becomes potentially unstable. 

Only economic factors that exercise their effects gradually can 

pre vent a systems collapse. Deliberate policy action to reverse 

the non-market trend through privatization can work in principle, 

but is blocked at the polls. The greying of economic activities 

take over. One should note that the new establishments of new 

grey or illegal activities that break apart the non-market sector 

are now welfare-enhancing activities that should be promoted, on 

the same grounds as we want to promote competition in the pri

vate market economy. And the savior in this development that 

may make the reversal process reasonably smooth is technological 

change towards a human capital-based society. 
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Human capita! is what matters for capital productivity 

The increasing service or information content of manufacturing 

production and the continued institutionai fragmentation of the 

production system that we have observed is partly a reflection of 

the rapidly accumulating knowledge base up on which modern indu

stry thrives. This knowledge is vested with individuals or groups 

of individuals. It is to a large extent a result of on the job care

er experience. But it can be moved around with the individual or 

the group and be recombined with a new system (a firm) and 

new installations of hardware. And it is the human capital that 

of ten dictates the productivity of other factors of production, 

like machine capacity installed, not the other way around as it 

has been currently understood in economic~. In particular, human

based knowledge can take on much looser institutionai combina

tions (consulting firms) than hardware installations. Its application 

partly floats into the economics of the family. Its accumulation 

is partly an on the job experience process, but it very much de

pends on the economic-technical environment where the individual 

operates. Part of the accumulation process takes place in the pu

blic sector (schoois) and at home. While Tiebout (1956) type exits 

on one's feet have been effectively block ed politically, individuals 

can now more easily go private and exploit their own human pro

ductivity potential privately. It is not difficult to envision how in

formation society will rip open traditional statistical taxonornies 

used in economics and introduce a conceptual float that we can 

only handle with new theory where institutionai float is explicitly 

modeled. In fact, very much of this has already taken place in 

reality. We simply have not noticed because we watch reality 

through the specially tainted glas ses of the well educated econom

ist. 
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